Benefits of IT
Break Fix Maintenance
By Dan Orton

Nearly all organizations depend on digital technology in this era, yet much more
focus on cloud technology innovations. Thinking about how much easier stuff like
cloud computing makes a whole company share files.
A range of disadvantages also comes with all the advantages associated with
computer technologies, i.e., the technical skills and the expense of that set of skills
are at the forefront. With several technological options layered with the requirement
to secure your records, you can often not count on your skills to fix tech issues. That
means you must depend on your technical field or third-party service companies' inhouse skills.
Such third-party service suppliers typically generally operate under a break-fix model
or perhaps a model of managed IT services. If your machine's specifications have
become sufficiently complicated to include outsourcing, which model do you prefer?
For IT service providers, break/fix can offer clients IT assistance. Facilities have a
service charge and rely on a client requesting the IT software firm when
maintenance and enhancements are required. Although break/fix operates typically
on a duration and product basis where a wage adds the company pays the price of
parts, there are a few variations. A break/fix firm, e.g., could provide specific
products at a flat rate rather than an hourly rate, such as virus elimination, typically
because the provider has a good understanding of the effort consumed.

Break/fix vs. Managed Services
Break/fix is often differentiated from managed IT services, a strategy in which
organizations in IT infrastructure accept responsibility for users' IT processes and
provide control and analysis.

Although break/fixes businesses only address their users' IT problems when help is
needed, managed service providers (MSPs) play a proactive role to avoid additional
IT problems from affecting company operations. To ensure the control and
maintenance of user IT structures at a regular flat fee, MSPs typically use servicelevel agreement (SLA) deals.

Model for Break-Fix
Traditionally, the IT service business has spent years working like a plumber-you
contact them if something is disabled. They appoint anyone out to try and fix
addressing the issue once the request is made. For the time, you will obtain a bill for
diagnosing the problem. In a break-fix IT service model, the focus is on responding
to IT issues that have previously happened. It's always too soon before you are
concerned because the information is deleted, downtime occurs and decreased
output.
You will be handling your operating system requirements under this model. Your
company will be responsible for day-to-day operations, generally held by a Velez
employee who can solve minor IT problems. You must contact Velez for more info. If
your assigned worker cannot solve a problem, you call your IT support company,
which then sends a technician to your company to identify and repair your issue.
Although this appointed worker possibly will not tend to work with your device, this
might make them even forever to achieve and fix the problem, resulting in high
downtime.
Under the Break/fix model, financial planning for facilities is challenging because the
expenses for maintenance, appointments, and hourly labor are uncertain.

Benefits of Break/Fix IT Services
The transaction-based aspect of IT solutions for break/fix carries its own set of
advantages:
Service charge model: Break/fix IT's situation style ensures that organizations only
pay for things currently provided. No annual agreements or premiums and no
expenses tacked on continuing or new fees. Break/fix IT also means that firms may
not have to face the bidding for contracts. Break/fix IT also implies that companies
do not have to endure the contract supply chain: investigating, screening, recruiting,
and managing a financial agreement with a third-party managed service provider
(MSP) who can increase prices or provide overly complicated contract terms.
Authority: companies with a break/fix IT actions led their IT workers, if resources and
experience permit, to improve the most of breakdowns or problems on their own. It
can be a rewarding and inspiring task, based on the structure of the IT department.
Also, with a basic IT environment, Velez does not involve complex technological
depth and related costs. Velez can help you on this account, so feel free to contact
Velez for more info.
Security: Online privacy and cybersecurity are more significant business issues than
ever. With a growing and too complicated security breaches, many companies are
finding valued solutions to strengthen IT supervision through web-based, cloudbased, or on-premises applications, as well as their interconnected collective
hardware and facilities. The requirement for security and transparency for specific
organizations exceeds the possible MSP protections that could reveal them to more
abuses or attacks. This attitude of privacy causes several businesses to adhere to
an ad-hoc break/fix lender.
Efficiency: The large proportion of IT activities is held in-house by businesses with a
break/fix service attitude. It uses a transparent system that incorporates other
structure and function models, such as repairing a vehicle. They can decide how,
when, who, and how often they allow third parties into existing hardware and
technologies. For companies that prioritize ease or have only the time to dedicate to
handle quick technological problems, this transaction-based design will benefit.
Power: The transparent control and focus on in-house operation offers an increased
sense of IT command to companies. Corporations are making all the crucial requests
on their systems to meet and control third entities, which enhances their level of
power of IT.
Despite a large part of IT going into the cloud, organizations need an efficient plan to
manage, replace and repair hardware products. The control of several suppliers is
taken over by Velez IT Hardware Repair Service, offering a unified platform and
delivering a premium and efficient Hardware Break-Fix facility.

The Challenge
Companies find it harder and harder to deliver effective hardware maintenance and
support in the case of losses. The pace at which hardware part switch makes it
nearly impossible for engineering personnel to maintain a consistent collection of
spare parts and high access level to conduct these fixes. While a large amount of IT
is now shifting to cloud providers, there is still a significant rate of on-site
maintenance that needs a stable service provider, specifically for tier 1 supply
chains.
Companies need an efficient way of maintaining and funding their legacy IT
processes and managing, consolidating, and streamlining numerous suppliers. With
the shrinkage in IT budgets, the challenge has increased to meets the compliance
and more stringent SLAs.

Our Solution
Velez can help by freezing costly supply chain organizations that provide more
versatile shared resources on and off-site, along with all break-fix services at a
substantially lesser price. We offer smaller or larger legacy estates with hardware
repair services, take over multi-vendor management and provide a single point of
contact for busy IT teams. In collaboration with the related supplier, where smart
infrastructure is mandatory, we offer a Hardware Break Fix Service to optimize
production costs.
Evaluating a car to operated IT services might be a fair analogy. If your vehicle
makes odd sounds, such as spitting and screeching the engine, you will probably

want to have it tested for significant issues. Even so, you may opt to give up services
because of the price of vehicle maintenance. Your car is still running, after all, so the
issue can certainly wait a while. In this situation, before an engine failure leaves you
stuck on the roadside, both with a towing charge and the maintenance expenses, it
is best to get the thing sorted fast. Contrarily, it is a wiser choice to have your team
of skilled people who will fix and repair your car for a monthly fee, as they will
conduct the check-ups and repairs required to keep your vehicle condition
reasonable. That is what it feels like to have handled IT facilities.
Quality control can continue to protect technology systems for as long as possible
from suffering system failures. No tech lasts a lifetime, so preparing for it is the
perfect way to mitigate the manufacturing fault's risk. By management system
solutions like backup data and disaster restoration, you can restrict how much harm
downtime causes your company, and you will be ready to modify the new technology
quickly.

Break/Fix or Managed IT? You Decide
Finally, each organization must decide on its own which would be appropriate for its
activities and employees. There seems to be no "one-size-fits-all" IT management
approach, changes unique to the organization.
• Consider the following to find out whether an MSP or a break/fix model is
more suitable for your company:
• Survey staff to obtain their views on existing IT protection and monitoring
workloads and capacity.
• Evaluate your company to those in your sector with comparable size and
scope. Which ones are they using?

•
•

Assess the financial risk tolerance for your business.
Measure how each alternative could relate to or weaken strategic business
objectives.

If you face such difficulties in a toy company, do not worry, as Velez can help you
with this account. Still if you want to know more than feel free to contact Velez for
more info.
Good luck!

